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In the pore space of packed grain material, transport properties are characterized by macroscopic
parameters. Some of them, porosity and tortuosity, are measured for random packing of glass beads
and compared with evaluations made during previous studies. A simple method for measuring
porosity and tortuosity for air-saturated granular media is given. This method is based on a temporal
model of the direct and inverse scattering problem for the propagation of transient ultrasonic waves
in a homogeneous isotropic slab of porous material with a rigid frame. Viscous and thermal losses
of the medium are described by temporal operators describing memory effects in a porous medium.
Because of the high attenuation of acoustic waves in air-saturated packings of beads, the wave
reflected by this medium is equivalent to the wave reflected by the first interface. Using this
approximation, a simple relation between porosity, tortuosity, the angle of incidence, and the
reflected wave is obtained. Porosity and tortuosity are thus measured via reflected waves in the
porous medium at oblique incidence. Experimental and numerical validation results for this method
are given for a sample of random packings of glass beads. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ultrasonic characterization of porous materials sa
rated by air, such as granular materials,1 fibrous or plastic
foams is of great interest for a wide range of industrial a
plications. These materials are frequently used in the a
mobile and aeronautics industries as well as the build
trade.

Disorder granular media, including bead packings, h
been studied using different approaches.2 A partial descrip-
tion of a granular medium at the macroscopic scale~over a
large volume compared to grain size! can be produced by
evaluating different macroscopic parameters, dependent
on the geometry of the granular structure. Some of them
be used to characterize sound propagation in air satura
the pore space, and, conversely, can be evaluated
acoustic measurements.

Attenborough3 has suggested an elegant model for o
taining the acoustical properties of air-saturated granular
dia. Random bead packing is replaced by a system of par
slits with a log–normal distribution for the semithicknes

a!Electronic mail: fellah@lyonl.inserm.fr
9350021-8979/2003/93(11)/9352/8/$20.00
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The macroscopic parameters relative to a similar model h
been calculated by Lafargeet al.4

Allard et al.5 characterize the random packing of gla
beads by measuring macroscopic acoustic parameters. A
diction of surface impedance at normal incidence for a la
of glass beads is given.

Two important parameters used in theories of sou
propagation in porous materials1,3–13 are porosity and the
tortuosity. Porosity is the relative fraction, by volume, of a
contained within the material. Unlike other parameters
volved in the description of different physical phenome
involved in the acoustic propagation of porous media at
high frequency range, such as tortuosity,14 viscous character-
istic length,9 and thermal characteristic length,15 or at the low
frequency range, such as flow resistivity15 and thermal
permeability,4 porosity is a key parameter playing an impo
tant part in propagation at all frequencies. As such, in stud
of the acoustic properties of porous materials, it is high
desirable to be able to measure this parameter.

Beranek16 described an apparatus~porosimeter! for mea-
suring the porosity of porous materials. This device w
based on the equation of state for ideal gases at cons
temperature~i.e., Boyle’s law!. Measuring the change in ai
2 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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pressure, for a known change in volume of the chamber c
taining the sample, allows porosity to be determined. In
Beranek apparatus, both pressure change and volume ch
are monitored by using a U-shaped fluid-filled manome
An alternative technique for measuring porosity is a dynam
method suggested by Leonard.17 Techniques that use wate
rather than air as the pore-filling fluid, are common in ge
physical studies.18,19 Mercury has been used as the po
filling fluid in other applications.20 However, for many ma-
terials, the introduction of liquids into the material is n
appropriate. Recently, a similar device to that used by
ranek, with an electronic pressure transducer, has been i
duced by Champouxet al.,21 where very small changes o
pressure can be measured accurately, and the output rec
on a computer.

Tortuositya` , named the structure factorks by Zwikker
and Kosten14 or the parameterq2 by Attenborough,13 is an
important parameter which is used in describing inertial
teraction between fluid and structure in porous materia
high frequency range. In the case of cylindrical pores at
angleq to the direction of propagation,a`51/cos2 q. Tor-
tuosity can be evaluated by electrical measurements,19 or by
using a superfluid4He as the pore fluid.9 It can also be evalu-
ated using acoustic techniques such as ultrasonic mea
ment of transmitted waves.7,8,23,24

In this work, we present a simple method of measur
porosity and tortuosity by measuring the acoustic wave
flected by a slab of porous material at oblique inciden
This method is based on a temporal model of the direct
inverse scattering problem for the propagation of trans
ultrasonic waves in a homogeneous isotropic slab of por
material with a rigid frame, initially introduced by the au
thors in Refs. 6–8. The viscous and thermal losses of
medium are described by Johnsonet al.9 and Allard10 model
modified by a fractional calculus based method for use in
time domain. Reflection and transmission scattering op
tors for a slab of porous material are derived for an obliq
incidence and the responses of the medium to an incid
acoustic pulse are obtained.

The outline of this article is as follows. In Sec. II a tim
domain model is given, the connection between fractio
derivatives and wave propagation in rigid porous media
the high frequency range is established, and the basic e
tions are written in the time domain. Section III is devoted
the direct problem and general expression of the acou
field inside the porous medium, expression of reflection a
transmission kernels in the time domain at oblique incide
are calculated and numerical results given. Finally, in Sec
an experimental validation using ultrasonic measuremen
performed for random packings of glass beads. Porosity
tortuosity are measured via reflected waves for different
cidence angles.

II. MODEL

In the acoustics of porous materials, a distinction can
made between two situations depending on whether
frame is moving or not. In the first case, the wave dynam
due to coupling between the solid frame and the fluid
Downloaded 18 Jul 2003 to 194.57.163.19. Redistribution subject to AI
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clearly described by the Biot theory.11,12 In air-saturated po-
rous media the structure is generally motionless and
waves propagate only in the fluid. This case is described
the equivalent fluid model which is a particular case in t
Biot model, in which the interactions between fluid an
structure are taken into account for two frequency respo
factors: dynamic tortuosity of the mediuma(v) given by
Johnsonet al.9 and dynamic compressibility of air in th
porous materialb(v) given by Allard.10 In the frequency
domain, these factors multiply fluid density and compre
ibility respectively and represent the deviation from fluid b
havior in free space as the frequency increases. In the
domain, they act as operators and in the asymptotic dom
~high frequency approximation! their expressions are
given6–8 by

ã~ t !5a`Fd~ t !1
2

L S h

pr f
D 1/2

t21/2G , ~1!

b̃~ t !5Fd~ t !1
2~g21!

L8
S h

pPrr f
D 1/2

t21/2G . ~2!

In Eqs.~1! and ~2!, d(t) is the Dirac function; Pr is the
Prandtl number;h and r f the fluid viscosity and fluid den-
sity, respectively; andg is the adiabatic constant. The re
evant physical parameters of the model are the tortuosit
the mediuma` initially introduced by Zwikker and Kosten14

and the viscous and thermal characteristic lengthsL andL8
introduced by Johnsonet al.9 and Allard.10 In this model, the
time convolution oft21/2 with a function is interpreted as
semi derivative operator following definition of the fraction
derivative of ordern given in Samko and Coll,22

Dn@x~ t !#5
1

G~2n!
E

0

t

~ t2u!2n21x~u!du, ~3!

whereG(x) is the gamma function.
In this framework, the basic equations of our model c

be expressed as follows:

r f ã~ t !*
]v i

]t
52¹i p and

b̃~ t !

Ka
*

]p

]t
52¹v, ~4!

where* denotes the time convolution operation,p is acoustic
pressure,v is particle velocity, andKa is the bulk modulus of
air. The first equation is the Euler equation, the second
constitutive equation obtained from the equation of m
conservation associated with the behavior~or adiabatic!
equation.

For a wave propagating at oblique incidence in pla
(xoz) at an angleu along thex axis, these equations becom

r fa`

]vx~x,z,t !

]t
1

2r fa`

L S h

pr f
D 1/2E

0

t ]v~x,z,t8!/]t8

At2t8
dt8

52
]p~x,z,t !

]x
,

P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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r fa`

]vz~x,z,t !

]t
1

2r fa`

L S h

pr f
D 1/2E

0

t ]v~x,z,t8!/]t8

At2t8
dt8

52
]p~x,z,t !

]z
, ~5!

1

Ka

]p~x,z,t !

]t
1

2~g21!

KaL8
S h

pr fPrD
1/2E

0

t ]p~x,z,t8!/]t8

At2t8
dt8

52
]v~x,z,t !

]x
2

]v~x,z,t !

]z
,

wherevx , vz are the components of particle velocity alon
the ox andoz axes.

In theses equations, the convolutions express the dis
sive nature of porous material. They take into acco
memory effects due to the fact that the medium’s respons
wave excitation is not instantaneous but needs more tim
take effect. The retarding force is no longer proportional
the time derivative of the acoustic velocity but is found to
proportional to the fractional derivative of about1

2 of this
quantity. This occurs because the volume of fluid particip
ing in the motion is not the same for all motion, as it is for
fully developed steady flow. The phenomenon may be un
stood by considering such a volume of fluid in a pore to be
harmonic motion. At high frequencies, only a thin layer
fluid is excited so that average shear stress is high. At a lo
frequency, the same amplitude of fluid motion allows
thicker layer of fluid to take part in the motion and cons
quently the shear stress is lower. The penetration distanc
viscous forces and therefore excitation of the fluid depe
on frequency. In the time domain, such dependence is a
ciated with a fractional derivative.

III. DIRECT PROBLEM

The direct scattering problem is that of determining t
scattered field, as well as the internal field, that arises wh
known incident field impinges on porous material wi
known physical properties. To compute the solution of
direct problem, it is necessary to know the reflection and
transmission scattering operators which depend on
Green7 function of the porous medium. In that case, the
flected field is given by the convolution of the reflectio
operator with the incident field and the transmitted field
given by the convolution of the transmission operator by
incident field.

Consider a homogeneous slab of porous material wh
occupies region 0<x<L. The problem geometry is show
in Fig. 1. This medium is assumed to be isotropic and to h
a rigid frame. A short sound pulse impinges at oblique in
dence on the medium from the left. It gives rise to an aco
tic pressure fieldp(x,t) and an acoustic velocity fieldv(x,t)
within the material, which satisfies the propagation equati6

along thex axis:

]2p~x,t !

]x2
2A

]2p~x,t !

]t2
2B

]3/2p~x,t !

]t3/2
2C

]p~x,t !

]t
50,

~6!
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where coefficientsA, B, and C are constants, respectivel
given by

A5
1

c0
2 ~a`2sin2 u!,

B5
2a`

Ka
Ar fh

p S 1

L
1

g21

APrL8
D ,

C5
4a`~g21!h

KaLL8APr
. ~7!

The first is related to projected wave velocity along t
x-axis c5c0 /Aa`2sin2 u. The other coefficients are esse
tially dependent on the characteristic lengthsL andL8 and
express the viscous and thermal interactions between
fluid and the structure. ConstantB governs the signal spread
ing while C is responsible for wave attenuation. Obvious
knowledge of these three coefficients means that parame
a` , L, andL8 can be determined. One way of solving E
~6! with suitable initial and boundary conditions is by usin
the Laplace transform. The approach is quite simple altho
the inverse Laplace transform require tedious calculus.7 A
suitable setting for introducing the time domain solution
the modified wave propagation Eq.~6! is given in the fol-
lowing model.

To derive reflection and transmission scattering ope
tors, it is assumed that the pressure field and flow velo
are continuous at the boundary of the material

p~01,t !5p~02,t !, p~L2,t !5p~L1,t !,
~8!

v~02,t !5fv~01,t !, v~L1,t !5fv~L2,t !,

wheref is the porosity of the medium and6 superscript
denotes the limit from left and right, respectively. Initial co
ditions are given by

p~x,t !u t5050
]p

]t U
t50

50, ~9!

which means that the medium is idle fort50.
If the incident sound wave is launched in regionx<0,

then the general solution of Eq.~6! in the region to the left of
the material is the sum of the incident and reflected field

FIG. 1. Problem geometry.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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p1~x,t !5pi S t2
x cosu

c0
D1pr S t1

x cosu

c0
D , x,0,

~10!

here,p1(x,t) is the field in regionx,0, pi and pr denotes
the incident and reflected fields, respectively. In addition
transmitted field is produced in the region to the right of t
material. This takes the form

p3~x,t !5ptS t2
L

c
2

~x2L !cosu

c0
D , x.L, ~11!

wherep3~x,t! is the field in regionx.L andpt is the trans-
mitted field .

Incident and scattered fields are related by the scatte
operators~i.e., reflection and transmission operators! for the
material. These are integral operators represented by

pr~x,t !5E
0

t

R̃~t!pi S t2t1
x

c0
Ddt

5R̃~ t !* pi~ t !* dS t1
x cosu

c0
D ,

~12!

pt~x,t !5E
0

t

T̃~t!pi S t2t2
L

c
2

~x2L !

c0
Ddt

5T̃~ t !* pi~ t !* dS t2
L

c
2

~x2L !cosu

c0
D .

In Eqs. ~12! functions R̃ and T̃ are the reflection and
transmission kernels, respectively, for the incidence of wa
from the left. Note that the lower limit of integration in Eq
~12! is set to 0, which is equivalent to assuming that t
incident wave front first impinges on the material att50.
The scattering operators given in Eqs.~12! are independen
of the incident field used in the scattering experiment a
depend only on the properties of the materials. Using
Eqs. ~4!, ~6!, ~8!, and ~12! and Laplace transform calculus
we can derive the reflection and transmission scattering
erators given by

FIG. 2. Transmitted simulated signals forf50.45 ~solid line! and f
50.58 ~dashed line!.
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R̃~ t !5S a` cosu2fAa`2sin2 u

a` cosu1fAa`2sin2 u
D

3 (
n>0

S a` cosu2fAa`2sin2 u

a` cosu1fAa`2sin2 u
D 2n

3FFS t,2n
L

c D2FS t,~2n12!
L

c D G , ~13!

T̃~ t !5
4f cosuAa`2sin2 u

S Aa` cosu1fA12
sin2 u

a`
D 2

3 (
n>0

S a` cosu2fAa`2sin2 u

a` cosu1fAa`2sin2 u
D 2n

3FS t1
L

c0
,~2n11!

L

c
D , ~14!

where c5c0 /Aa`2sin2 u. These expressions take into a
count n-multiple reflections in the material. For a positiv
constantk, F(t,k) is the Green function of porous materi
given in Ref. 7~the Appendix!.

FIG. 3. Input signal.

FIG. 4. Numerical simulations of reflection contributionsr (t) ~solid line!
andR(t) ~dashed line!.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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In most cases, for air-saturated porous materials, m
tiple reflection effects are negligible because of the high
tenuation of sound waves in this kind of medium. So,
taking into account only the reflections at thex50 and x
5L interfaces, the transmission kernel is given by

T̃~ t !5
4f cosuAa`2sin2 u

S Aa` cosu1fA12
sin2 u

a`
D 2 FS t1

L

c
,
L

c
D ,

~15!
ve
-

,
te
g

om
y
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and the reflection kernel by

R̃~ t !5r ~ t !1R~ t !, ~16!

with

r ~ t !5S a` cosu2fAa`2sin2 u

a` cosu1fAa`2sin2 u
D , ~17!

and
R~ t !52

4f cosuAa`2sin2 uS Aa` cosu2fA12
sin2 u

a`
D

S Aa` cosu1fA12
sin2 u

a`
D FS t,

2L

c
D , ~18!
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in the case of a semi-infinite medium whenL→`;
F(t,2L/c)→0 andR̃(t)→r (t) ~the Appendix!. This means
that r (t) is equivalent to the reflection at interfacex50 and
thatR(t) is equivalent to reflection at interfacex5L, which
is the bulk contribution to the reflection. The part of the wa
corresponding tor (t) is not subject to dispersion but is sim
ply multiplied by the factor

S a` cosu2fAa`2sin2 u

a` cosu1fAa`2sin2 u
D .

This shows that although tortuosity is a bulk parameter
may be evaluated from the wave reflected at the first in
face when the porosity is known and vice versa. Althou
generally speaking it is easy to evaluate tortuosity fr
transmitted waves,3,4,20,21 this is not the case for porosit
because of its weak sensitivity in the transmitted mode.

FIG. 5. Reflected wave at the interfacex50 ~solid line! and total reflected
wave ~dashed line!.
it
r-
h

Figure 2 shows two simulated transmitted signals fo
sample of random packings of glass beads M1 at nor
incidence, the first~solid line! corresponding to a porosity
value of f150.45 and the second~dashed line! to f2
50.58. The parameters used in the simulation are: diam
0.5 mm, thickness 0.5 cm,a`51.4, L520 mm, and L8
560 mm and were determined using convention
methods.7,8,23,24A slight difference can be seen between t
two curves for a 30% difference in porosity values, due
the dispersion phenomenon governed by viscous, ther
and inertial effects provided bya` , L andL8 and plays a
more important role in the Green functionF(t,k) than f.
The input signal used in the simulation is given in Fig. 3.

Figure 4 shows the two contributions to reflection:r (t)
andR(t) for sample M1 having porosityf50.45. The con-
tribution of R(t) to reflection is negligible when compare
to the contribution ofr (t). In Fig. 5 we show by numerica
simulation, the difference between the reflected wave at
first interface, and the total reflected wave for the sample

FIG. 6. Experimental setup for ultrasonic measurements in reflected m
P.G: pulse generator, H. F. F-P. A: high frequency filtering-preamplifi
D.O: digital oscilloscope, C: computer, T: transducer, and S: sample.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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having porosityf50.45. The difference between the tw
curves is negligible. This means that the wave reflected
the sample may be approximated by the reflected wave a
first interfacer (t) with a high level of accuracy.

IV. ULTRASONIC MEASUREMENT

In this section, we measure tortuosity and poros
knowing the reflection coefficient at the first interface f
different values of angle of incidenceu. Expression of the
reflection coefficient at the first interface is given by

r ~ t !5
a` cosu2fAa`2sin2 u

a` cosu1fAa`2sin2 u
. ~19!

For two values of the angle of incidenceu1 andu2 , it is
easy to calculate the expression of the tortuosity function
reflection coefficientsr1 andr2 corresponding, respectively
to anglesu1 andu2 :

FIG. 7. Sample of random packings of glass beads M2.

FIG. 8. Experimental incident signal~solid line! and experimental reflected
signal ~dashed line! for u525°.
Downloaded 18 Jul 2003 to 194.57.163.19. Redistribution subject to AI
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a`5

S ~12r2!~11r1!cosu2

~11r2!~12r1!cosu1D 2

sin2 u12sin2 u2

S ~12r2!~11r1!cosu2

~11r2!~12r1!cosu1D 2

21

. ~20!

Knowing the value of tortuosity, we deduce the expression
the porosity function foru1 andr1 by the expression

f5
a`~12r1!cosu1

~11r1!Aa`2sin2 u1

, ~21!

or expression of the porosity function foru2 and r2:

f5
a`~12r2!cosu2

~11r2!Aa`2sin2 u2

. ~22!

In application of this model, some numerical simulatio
are compared with experimental results. Experiments
performed in air using two broadband Ultran NCT202 tran

FIG. 9. Spectrum of experimental incident signal~solid line! and of experi-
mental reflected signal~dashed line! for u525°.

FIG. 10. Experimental incident signal~solid line! and experimental reflected
signal ~dashed line! for u566°.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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9358 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 93, No. 11, 1 June 2003 Fellah et al.
ducers with a central frequency of 190 kHz in air and
bandwidth of 6 dB extending from 150 to 230 kHz. 400
pulses are provided by a 5052PR Panametrics pu
receiver. The signals received are amplified to 90 dB a
filtered above 1 MHz to avoid high frequency noise. Ele
tronic interference is removed by 1000 acquisition averag
The experimental setup is showed in Fig. 6. Signal dura
is important as its spectrum must verify the condition of hi
frequency approximation referred to in the previous secti

Take a sample of random packings of glass beads,
with the following parameters: resistivitys512 300
N m24 s, diameter 0.160.02 mm, L590 mm, and
L85180 mm. Figure 7 shows the sample of random pac
ings of glass beads M2.

Figure 8 shows the incident signal generated by
transducer~solid line! and the signal reflected by the samp
M2 ~dashed line! at an angle of incidenceu525°. Figure 9
shows their spectra. From the spectra of the two signals,
reader can see that they have the same bandwidths, w
means there is no dispersion.

Figure 10 shows the incident signal generated by

FIG. 11. Spectrum of experimental incident signal~solid line! and of ex-
perimental reflected signal~dashed line! for u566°.

TABLE I. Values of the tortuosity and porosity calculated for each pair
incidence anglesu1 andu2 .

Angle of incidenceu1 /u2 ~deg! Tortuosity Porosity

0/25.3 1.817 0.435
0/27.5 1.893 0.444
0/30 1.815 0.435

0/41.6 1.828 0.436
0/44 1.828 0.436

0/57.2 1.890 0.443
0/66.6 1.886 0.443

25.3/27.5 2.45 0.498
25.3/30 1.81 0.434

25.3/41.6 1.83 0.437
25.3/44 1.833 0.436

25.3/57.2 1.906 0.444
25.3/66.6 1.897 0.443
27.5/30 1.51 0.404
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transducer~solid line! and the signal reflected by the samp
M2 ~dashed line! for an angle of incidenceu566°. Figure 11
shows their spectra. Here, again, we can conclude from
two spectra that there is no dispersion. This concurs with
theory below which predicts that the wave reflected from
first interfacex50 is measured and simply attenuated by t
factor

~a` cosu2fAa`2sin2 u!/~a` cosu1fAa`2sin2 u!.

Tables I and II give the tortuosity and porosity calculat
using Eqs.~20! and~21! for each pair of the incidence angle
u1 andu2 . It can be seen in Tables I and II that the calc
lated values of the porosity and tortuosity are nearly c
stant. Two pairs of angle 25.3°–27.5° and 27.5°–30° g
unacceptable values of the tortuosity. This could be cau
by the great sensitivity of the tortuosity to small variations
the incidence angle, and so these results can be explaine
experimental errors. The average tortuosity obtained fr
these measurements isa`51.87 and the average porosit
obtained isf50.44.

FIG. 12. Simulation of variation of the reflection coefficient~solid line! with
the angle of incidenceu and experimental data of the reflection coefficie
~star!.

f

TABLE II. Values of the tortuosity and porosity calculated for each pair
incidence anglesu1 andu2 .

Angle of incidenceu1 /u2 ~deg! Tortuosity Porosity

27.5/41.6 1.784 0.433
27.5/44 1.792 0.433

27.5/57.2 1.889 0.443
27.5/66.6 1.884 0.443
30/41.6 1.84 0.437
30/44 1.838 0.437

30/57.2 1.917 0.445
30/66.6 1.903 0.443
41.6/44 1.829 0.436

41.6/57.2 1.94 0.446
41.6/66.6 1.924 0.444
44/57.2 1.983 0.448
44/66.6 1.932 0.444

57.2/66.6 1.885 0.443
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Figure 12 shows the experimental data for the reflect
coefficient at different angles of incidenceu, and simulation
of the variation in reflection coefficient with the angle
incidence u at a tortuosity of a`51.7 and porosityf
50.44. The porosity of the glass bead, M2, given by
porosimeter21 is f50.460.1, and the tortuosity given by th
classical method7,8,23,24is a`51.960.2,so it can be seen tha
the slight difference between the porosity and tortuosity m
sured using this method and the other classical methods.
ure 13 shows the comparison between the simulated refle
signal at the first interface calculated fora`51.87 andf
50.44, and the experimental reflected signal foru525°.
Figure 14 shows the same comparison foru566°.

The difference between the simulated reflected sig
and experimental reflected signal is slight, leading to
conclusion that the values of tortuosity and porosity obtain
are good. To progress in this area, future work must impr
experimental methods and inversion algorithms.

FIG. 13. Comparison between experimental reflected signal~solid line! and
simulated reflected signal~dashed line! for u525°.

FIG. 14. Comparison between experimental reflected signal~solid line! and
simulated reflected signal~dashed line! for u566°.
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APPENDIX: GREEN FUNCTION OF THE MEDIUM

The Green function of the propagation Eq.~6! is given in
Ref. 7 by

F~ t,k!5H 0 if 0<t<k

J~ t !1DE
0

t2k

h~ t,j!dj, if t>k,

with

J~ t !5
b8

4Ap

k

~ t2k!3/2
expS 2

b82k2

16~ t2k! D ,

whereh(t,j) has the following form:

h~j,t!52
1

4p3/2

1

A~t2j!22k2

1

j3/2

3E
21

1

expS 2
x~m,t,j!

2 D @x~m,t,j!21#
mdm

A12m2
,

and where

x~m,t,j!5@DmA~t2j!22k21b8~t2j!#2/8j,

b85Bc0
2Ap, c85C.c0

2

and

D5b8224c8,

when k→`, J and h(j,t) tends to zero, then the Gree
function F(t,k) also tends to zero.
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